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Aimed at understanding the feline mind, this text considers the cat's ability to reason,

communication with cats, their sense of smell and psychic ability. It also considers the benefits and

responsibilities of catkeeping, effective training and animal rights concerns.
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What can I say about this book, only that despite it being out of print and over 20 years old, this is a

must read for every new or veteran cat lover. I have bought so many copies to give as gifts, and am

glad  still has some seller who have this book. Reading this book has helped me understand cat

behavior and help solidify my relationship with my cats. I has helped us bond in a way that is

amazing.

Sorry to see there's no reviews for this fantastic -- dare I say important -- cat book. I'm about to get a

new kitten so decided it's time to read it again. This book, in addition to explaining what makes cats

tick, provides information on enriching your cats life, exercising its intelligence, and producting a

well-balanced companion animal. These are your responsibilities, and the author does a terrific job

of laying them out. It's a tragedy that this book is no longer available, as all new cat owners should

be required to read it.

This book was worth the money, I already knew a good bit of it, but what I did learn was worth it. I'd

recommend it to my cat owner friends. Dr. Fox is a very compassionate, caring vet. He truly



understands animals and their special needs.

This is an excellent book that gives you an understanding of the behavior of a cat by explaining his

natural instincts and needs. Dr. Fox writes as though he really knows the way a cat thinks, feels and

acts. It elaborates a lot of appropriate techniques to help the cat owner communicate with his pet

and many activities to help him participate in enriching and fun interaction with his cat. I have had

many cats for pets, but this book still taught me a lot ot improve my relationship with my new cat.

Who knew? Someone has actually figured out, at least partially, how cats think. I would very much

recommend this to anyone who has cats.

This book explained a lot of the different behaviors a cat can exhibit. While it's an older book, I'm

glad I bought it.

Our Phancy is definitely a super cat and Dr. Fox is definitely a super vet.....great combo!

Very enjoyable reading about cats and our perception of them.
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